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This book is dedicated to transport aircrews, past and present. All too often forgotten in the history books, these men and women of the transport air services not
only deliver much needed supplies and reinforcements to the front lines, but also
provide a small slice of home, in the form of mail to the troops. Few cargos have
been received with more appreciation than letters from home. With this in mind, I
would also like to dedicate this book to my wife Helen, daughter Amelia and son
Wilbur, I could not have asked for a more supportive family during the research
and production of this volume.
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Foreword

Foreword

W

so than Giuseppe Picarella, to unearth new information. For
example, I admit that I was literally floored when I learned
from his preliminary material the existence of aircraft such as
the Tachikawa Ki-92, Mitsubishi Ki-97 and Kokusai Ki-111,
three types that were under development before the war ended.
Yet, in the late 1960s, I and other contemporary Japanese aviation historians ignored their very existence. These discoveries
were nothing compared to those that awaited me when reading
Japanese Experimental Transport Aircraft of the Pacific War.
I have had the pleasure of meeting Giuseppe and we have
been in regular correspondence ever since. I have been, and remain, impressed with his knowledge of a subject which I once
thought I knew fairly well. Hence, I am delighted to write this
foreword and wish readers to have as much pleasure in reading
this remarkable volume as I have. Like me, they are likely to be
impatient to read Giuseppe’s next book on Japanese aircraft.
René J. Francillon
Vallejo, California
January 2011
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n 1970, I had the satisfaction of having my first aviation
book, Japanese Aircraft of the Pacific War, published. Forty
years later, I have just as much pleasure in writing a foreword
for Japanese Experimental Transport Aircraft of the Pacific War
as Giuseppe Picarella has done an absolutely superb job in recording and illustrating these aircraft.
Writing my book on Japanese aircraft had been a real challenge. Information on these aircraft were still quite limited as
the Japanese were not yet ready to dwell on the events of the
war. What little was then available from Japan was written in a
language which I did not read. Moreover, I wrote that book in
English which is not my native language. Consequently, when
my work got in print I was exhausted and wanted nothing further to do with Japanese aircraft. Yet, my reputation for writing
that book has remained. That is no longer deserved.
In recent years, Japanese wartime archives have become accessible to researchers prepared to contend with the linguistic
difficulties. That has enabled numerous historians, none more
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hen I originally started down the road that ultimately
lead to this publication, I had no idea of what lay ahead
of me. In fact this whole title was initiated by the emergence
of a single photo of the Tachikawa Ki-92 in the late 1990s, the
first such photo of this aircraft to surface since the end of the
war. Intent on writing a short magazine article on the Ki-92, I
began to research that aircraft, but was instantly faced with a
vast gap in Western knowledge and almost nothing was available in print in the English language. While I knew little about
this elusive transport aircraft, I became increasingly aware that
little was known at all about Japan’s wartime transport aircraft
and their operations in general, and this lack of information
intrigued me.
As is true of many things in life, what started out as a passing interest would ultimately become much more, and the same
was true of the Ki-92 photo. As I started to investigate further
I would track down three more photos of this little-known aircraft, then a fourth. In doing so I became aware of the Ki-97
and H11K-L projects, and slowly but surely ever more Japanese
experimental transport and cargo projects began to appear,
and this volume began to take form.
In the opening sections of the book I have attempted to
give the reader an overall view of the state of Japan’s transport
operations during the Pacific War, but this is only a fraction of
what in reality accounted for over four years of frantic and under resourced transport operations. Sadly, many of the related
records concerning transport operations were either destroyed
during or at the end of the war.

Preface

I have also included an INTELLIGENCE REPORT within
several of the sections. These period Allied intelligence reports,
coupled with a handful of magazine articles, help to inform
the reader as to what the Allies really knew about Japan’s experimental transport projects during the hostilities.
Finally, I should point out that books of this nature are rarely produced in isolation and “Japanese Experimental Transport
Aircraft of the Pacific War” is no exception. I am much indebted to Shorzoe Abe and Robert C. Mikesh for their technical
help in producing this volume, both of whom have acted as my
Japanese aviation mentors for many years now.
James Long and Mike Goodwin also deserve special mention for their assistance during the completion of this volume,
both of whom edited and checked the content in a very professional manner.
I must also thank René Francillon, Jim Lansdale, John Underwood, Tomiharu Taima, Darryl Ford, Don Bond, Michel Benichou, Pat Ranfranz, Peter Davison, George Eleftheriou, Don
Marsh, Peter Starkings, Brett Stolle, Gordon L. Rottman, Philip
Jarrett, Rod Simpson, Chris Koberg, Neal Gardner, John White,
Ray Schumacher and Osamu Tagaya, together with the staff of
the US National Archives, the National Museum of the US Air
Force, the Imperial War Museum, Flight International, Musée
de l’Air and Aeroplane magazine for their assistance.
Giuseppe “Joe” Picarella.
Ifold, England.
May 2010.
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Happier times. The crew of this South-eastern Area Fleet Headquarters L2D3 “Tabby” coded either NTF-1 or NTF-2, welcome staff
officers to share the moment. Both of these aircraft would be destroyed while operation from Saipan Island.

A fine photograph showing a L2D2-Kai of the 12th Combined Air Group undergoing maintenance. This model was a halfway house
between the L2D2 and L2D3. In addition to the airframe refinements over the earlier model, the major modification to this aircraft
was the installation of two Mitsubishi Kinsei 51 engines.
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Tachikawa Ki-77
0
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project under the designation Ki-77.
Tachikawa rolled out the first prototype in November of that year. The
second aircraft achieved completion
status in early 1943. Following several
long-range, high-altitude test flights in
Japanese airspace and subsequently out
to Singapore, the aircraft was deemed
ready for operational communications
flights to Germany. On June 30th 1943,
the 2nd prototype left Fussa near Tokyo. It was bound for Singapore, which
was the planned staging point for the
Berlin flights. There the aircraft was
readied for its long Berlin-bound leg,
via the Indian Ocean, the Arabian Sea,
over Syria, Iran, the Northern Mediterranean and along the Adriatic Sea to
Germany. Departing Singapore on July
7th, the solitary aircraft soon disappeared. It is believed to have been shot
down by RAF fighters high over the Indian Ocean later that day.
Officials considered attempting a
second flight with the 1st prototype,
but with face lost and more pressing
issues looming, they abandoned the
project for the time being. The 1st prototype went on to set a non-official
long distance record in July 1944,
when it stayed aloft for 57 hours and
11 minutes, and covered 8,900 nautical miles.
While the Ki-77 communications
aircraft had been a very real possibility for production and use as planned,
it was ultimately doomed by its low
speed and its vulnerability to attack
from high-flying, high-speed fighters.
The only way to avoid such threats
was to fly even higher. While this option was not available to the Ki-77, it
was the bread and butter of the Ki-74
project, which possessed a planned
maximum ceiling of 12,000m.
The Army originally initiated the
Ki-74 project in mid 1939 in an attempt to fulfill the exacting requirement for a long-range bomber/reconnaissance aircraft capable of flying
5,000km over Manchuria and Mongolia. The specific aim was to be able
to fly as far as Lake Baykal and back.
The IJA put the project on hold in the
winter of that year, however, due to a
lack of knowledge about high-altitude
flying and pressurization of cabins and
a total lack of suitable engines. The
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Tachikawa Ki-74
“Toku Transport”
0
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Tachikawa Ki-74

Upper view depicts the standard
Ki-74 layout with a typical crew of five.

1

3
4
5
6
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2

Reconnaissance/
Bombardier’s seat
Pilot’s seat

Copilot’s seat - could be
reversed for aiming tail mounted rear
machine-gun
Radio operator’s seat
Flight engineer’s seat
Lower entrance via aft bomb bay gondola

Tachikawa Ki-74 Toku
Possible layout with a crew of four-five
and six-seven passengers.
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aforementioned A-26/Ki-77 project provided much information on the operational environment and conditions that the
planned aircraft was expected to face, supported by additional
pressurization data from the Tachikawa SS-1 pressurized-cabin
research project.
With a better understanding of the problems associated
with pressurization and high-altitude operations, the IJA restarted the project in late 1941. The intention now was to
produce an aircraft capable of reaching the West Coast of the
United States. Suitably militarized with the addition of bombing equipment, crew armour and self-sealing fuel cells, the Ki74-I configuration was officially approved by the IJA during
September 1942 and three prototypes were ordered. Powered
by two Mitsubishi Ha-211-I radials, rated at 2,200hp, the first
of the prototypes did not fly until March 1944. The 2nd and 3rd
aircraft followed soon after, but they were fitted with turbosupercharged Mitsubishi Ha-211-I Ru engines. As with all of
Japan’s turbo-supercharged engines, these power plants were
temperamental and inconsistent at best. They were replaced
with the more reliable Mitsubishi Ha-104 Ru engines on the

Navigator’s seat
Pilot’s seats
Radio operator and flight engineer’s seat
Cargo/long range fuel tank bay
Passenger section with windows
Rear pressure bulkhead
Main-spar attachment frame carry-through
Widened and lengthened crew canopy
Rear fuselage access skylights

13 pre-production aircraft that were completed before the war
ended.
In early 1944 the Army reviewed the plan to carry out
communications flights with Germany. As a result of this reconsideration, IJA officials reversed their decision and now
deemed the program to be of high importance. Army leaders
knew that the German aircraft industry offered much technical
advancement, which could aid the Japanese industry if transfers of technical information and samples of products could be
obtained. The concept to modify one of the Ki-74 prototypes
into such an aircraft was proposed and duly accepted by the
IJA. The new name for these long-range flights was originally
the “Ya-Go Flight” and amongst the Tachikawa team the aircraft became known as the “Ya-Go Transport”, but the IJA officially referred to the project as the “Ki-74 Toku,” meaning
“Airframe-74 Special”.
The second (some sources state the fourth) prototype of the
Ki-74 was allotted to the project, and following its initial test
flights, it became the first aircraft to receive turbo-supercharged
Mitsubishi Ha-211-I Ru engines. Technicians stripped the air-
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Showa “Kasho” Type 0 Transport, L2D5 “Tabby”

There is little doubt that the H11K1-L was Japan’s largest
wooden aircraft, but for the ultimate example of Japan’s search
for an aircraft free of strategic materials, history can go no further than the L2D5. Designed from the onset to be constructed
from as much wood as possible, the L2D5 was Showa’s only
true prototype design. Put quite simply, it was to have been a
DC-3 built entirely of wood.
Designated as the “Kasho” (provisional designation) Type
0 Transport by the IJN, two fuselage and wing sets were ordered constructed for structural testing during the final year

of the war and although identical in dimensions to the earlier
L2D3/DC-3, some concessions had to be made to the design
for structural reasons. This is best highlighted by the main
cabin, which was transformed into what can only be described
as a square cross section. Although this profile change allowed
a cleaner fairing interface between the fuselage and wing,
Showa’s technical data indicated that this modification slightly
reduced the overall wing area and added around 1,000kg to the
empty weight of the aircraft, although the cargo load would
be unaffected, as the power plants were to be upgraded from
1,300hp to 1,500hp.

Showa L2D5

Defensive
position

Defensive
position

Forward/centre fuselage
blending zone

Diagonal planking
construction

SA

L2D5 front profile
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Based on structural test airframe.

Original L2D3/DC-3
wing-to-fuselage fairing

0

Standard forward
fuselage section

New wing-to-fuselage
fairing

6ft

L2D5/L2D3 front profile
comparison

SHOWA L2D5

Static test airframe, Showa Air base
September 1945.
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Showa L2D5
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Cabin section (looking aft) and inboard profile showing 23 seat layout.

Following the surrender of Japan, Showa Air Base became a
primary staging point for Allied occupation forces. The “new” Base
Commander, George W. Johnson quickly surveyed and explored the
base during October 1945 and was surprised to find the wooden
“Gooney Bird” inside one of the damaged hangars. As he later
explained to Robert C. Mikesh, “…it was recognisable in shape, of
course, but its strangeness didn’t hit me for a while. This plane and the
other parts were made out of wood – I couldn’t believe it!”
While many components on production L2D3s were already being built from wood and steel, the L2D5 took this re-

quirement to the extreme. The entire fuselage and centre-wing
section were constructed of wood and steel. Johnson also recalled that, “The cargo area was a little boxier than the standard
Gooney Bird. When I first saw it, it appeared near ready to have
the engines hung on it to be flown, but I heard later that this
was a static test fuselage and main wing section. The war ended
before the tests could be made. Supposedly there were some steel
members in it but this was not in evidence on the outside”.
Interestingly, Johnson went on to note that he was, “really
impressed at how well the plywood skin was shaped with com-
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Kokusai Ku-8-II

Loading ramps
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Forward fuselage
in open position
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ing job in proving the basic concept, it was not a glider, and
the Ku-8-II needed to be an all-new aircraft, drawing only inspiration from its forerunner.
The fuselage of the new Ku-8-II consisted of two specific
sections: the forward fuselage and the main fuselage. The forward fuselage, which encompassed the nose and whole flight
deck, was of a traditional aluminium construction with frames,
stringers and longerons, and was similar in concept to the Ki59 nose assembly. This section contained a raised flight deck
with a full set of duplicate, side-by-side flying controls. The
tip of the nose terminated in a hemispherical Perspex cone.
This offered excellent forward vision while the glider was being towed up and above the slipstream of the tug aircraft, by
way of a standardised 120m towrope, which was used for most
tug operations. Adding to the excellent panoramic view was a
glazed escape panel situated above the two pilots.
For loading and unloading materials the whole nose section could be swung 90˚ to starboard on hinges, thus allowing
Kokusai Ku-8-II

Glider Sentai, 2nd Chutai,
Clark Field February 1945.

vehicles or cargo to be loaded via two detachable ramps. The
nose hinge mechanism rotated around two hinges on the fuselage forward upright post, located on the starboard side, and
was locked into the closed position by two latches located on
the port side vertical post. The flying control cables were cleverly routed through a series of control pulleys and conversion
quadrants that were also located around the starboard vertical
post, thus removing the requirement to disconnect or re-rig flying controls in order to open or close the nose section.
The main fuselage consisted of tubular steel sections with
a fabric covering. An aluminium alloy floor structure lay at
the bottom of the square cabin section. The floor was stressed
to carry a vehicle, a heavy artillery piece, or up to 24 seated
troops. The troops normally entered the cabin via a door on
the port side and sat on fold-up seats situated along each side
of the fuselage. The appointments were rather austere, but they
had the unusual luxury of a toilet that was positioned just aft
of the entry door. The cabin skin was fitted with four window

8. Emissaries to the Emperor
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Film crews and photographers capture the scene from the shade of the C-54.

SA

Once the delegation had boarded the C-54, the two “Betty” transports were moved to a more remote location for the night. Here the
G6M1-L2 is under tow.
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A line up of transport aircraft at Chofu in September 1945, with two Ki-54s at the front and several Ki-57s behind. (Ray Schumacher)
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A photograph of the Ki-57-II “Topsy” at Chofu. (Ray Schumacher)

An impressed civil Ki-57-II “Topsy” found on Luzon. (Darryl Ford)
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Mitsubishi Ki-57-I
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Mitsubishi Type 100 Transport, Ki-57-I MC-20-1
- Ki-57-II/MC-20-II “Topsy”
Crew/passengers
4/11
Span
22.6m
Wing loading
70.08kg/sq.m
Length
16.1m
Cruise speed
320km/h@3,000m
– 340-350km/h
Max speed
430km/h@3,400m –
470km/h@5,800m
Range
1,500km
Ceiling
7,000m – 8,000m
Empty weight
5,522kg – 5,588kg
MTW
8,437kg – 9,120kg
Powerplant/hp at Take off
Nakajima Ha-5 (950hp) x 2
Mitsubishi Ha-102
(1,080hp) x 2

6ft
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agreed to. The national airline was not unfamiliar with the conversion of modern highperformance military aircraft designs into
transports, nor was the Mitsubishi firm, for
that matter. The company had observed with
great interest the G3M/L3Y conversions that
had been managed by Kugisho at the request
of the Navy.
In August 1939 the airline changed its
name once again to the “Greater Japan Air
Lines Co”, but more importantly the national airline was reorganised with 37.25% of
its stock held by the Japanese government, a
fact that no doubt eased production approval
for this civil transport, but not for long. The
“Mitsubishi Commercial” or MC-20 was initially introduced in Japanese publications as
a “civil passenger transport” with one of the
first orders going Asahi Shimbun newspaper
under the title of a “Flying Editorial Office”, which was equipped with a full news
desk and photograph processing equipment.
However, after the war began these “special” aircraft orders
were stopped outright and from that point forward MC-20 and
Ki-57 aircraft on the production lines were practically identical, both inside and out. As such, it could be argued that these
aircraft should really be identified as Ki-57s, as they were typically being used by the airlines (and airline crews) to support
the IJA in their air-operations. When the national airline or
civilian companies did requiring new or replacement aircraft,
they had to gain the Army’s approval for new equipment to be
installed on the airframes and also gain approval to interrupt
the Ki-57 production lines.
In the meantime the airline began operating converted Ki21 bombers capable of carrying nine passengers. These “MC21s” as they were known, provided limited transport services,
while giving the civilian aircrews operational experience with
high-powered aircraft, until deliveries of the purpose-built
MC-20-I/Ki-57-Is began in late 1940.

A total of 101 MC-20-I/Ki-57-Is were built, with some of
them being operated by the Navy as L4M1s.
Running hand in hand with the Ki-21-II development, a
general upgrade of this transport was discussed at a conference
held by the Air Ministry and the airlines in March 1941. The
meeting produced a list of modifications required to upgrade
the aircraft to keep pace with requirements:
1. An emergency fuel venting system to be installed on the
centre wing tanks.
2. Emergency escape hatches incorporated in the passenger
window zones.
3. The rearward relocation of the cockpit/cabin bulkhead wall
to allow for a radio operator and flight engineer to be included in the crew.
4. The tail wheel was to be redesigned to permit a full 360-degree rotation to facilitate better ground handling.
5. Deicing equipment added to the wing leading edge and
propeller blades.
6. Individual exhaust stacks “to improve speed” were to be
fitted when available.
7. The main wing is to be strengthened as per the Ki-21-II wings.
The first modified aircraft appeared in May 1942. With
more powerful Mitsubishi Ha-102 radial engines (rated at
1,080hp each) and much improved performance, these aircraft
became the Ki-57-II and MC-20-II. From the 102nd aircraft additional modifications were once again requested. The list detailed that:
1. Problems with the oil coolers should be fixed during the
1943 period.
2. An increase in passenger capacity (from 11 to 15) to be
instigated, with options for the installation of lengthwise
bench seats to seat 17-19 troops. From aircraft No. 1405*
3. Paratroop or “Ra” equipment was to be fitted in the form
of a troop commander’s window, cargo-dropping equipment, lengthened guide ropes and grommets to each cabin
window, so that troops could fire out of the aircraft.
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Nakajima G5N2-L No. 05 was found at Atsugi Air Base by the occupation forces. It size dwarfed all
other Japanese aircraft on the field and it became a focal point for many of the Allied soldiers.

The enormity of the G5N cockpit is evident
in this photograph and it was comparable in
size to that of the H8K “Emily”. (Robert C.
Mikesh)

SA

Nakajima G5N2-L No. 03 was also found at
Atsugi, but was generally in worse shape than
No. 05. At the end of the war both aircraft
were assigned to the 1021st Kokutai.
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Designed during 1940 as the replacement for the
K3M3 Crew Trainer, the single-engined Operations
Trainer “Shiragiku” (White Chrysanthemum) Model 11,
or K11W1, was originally designed by Watanabe Tekkosho KK (before the company changed its name to the
Kyushu Aeroplane Co. Ltd. in 1943) to fulfill the 15-Shi
specification. In this role, the aircraft was arranged on
two levels, with the upper level containing the pilot and
radio operator/gunner under a single continuous canopy,
and the navigator, bombardier and instructor located in
the lower section of the aircraft. This all-metal trainer
was designed around a mid fuselage mounted wing with
a fixed landing gear and a 515hp Hitachi GK2B “Amakaze” 21 engine.
Following its acceptance into service in 1943, the
aircraft was further developed into the all-wood K11W2
during 1944. This model saw limited service as an antisubmarine aircraft and also as a utility transport on the

Nakajima G5N2-L “Liz”
Crew/passengers
Span
Wing loading
Length
Cruise speed
Max speed
Range
Ceiling
Empty weight
MTW
Powerplant/hp at Take off

SA

The Kyushu K11W1 (depicted) was developed into allwooden K11W2, and would be well liked by its crews.

5/30+
42.14m
139.5kg/sq.m
31.02m
370km/h@4,000m
420km/h@4,100m
3,500km+
7,450m
20,100kg
32,000kg
Mitsubishi “Kasei” 12 radial
engines (rated at 1,530hp) x 4

E

All excess weight and armament was removed, and the aircraft’s ventral turret was reworked into a loading hatch with a
“clam-shell” system of doors. Directly above these doors was an
overhead pulley and rail to assist the vertical loading of cargo.
All four G5N2-L transports were assigned to the newly activated 1021st Kokutai in February 1944 and assigned identification numbers 1, 2, 3 and 5. Operated out of Katori Air Base
in Chiba, these aircraft flown out as far as Hong Kong, Tinian,
Formosa and Manila. Aircraft No. 1 was lost in April at Kasanbara and No. 2 was lost in June on Tinian. By July the two
remaining aircraft were withdrawn from service and remained
at Atsugi Air Base until the end of the war.

Kyushu K11W1
0

6ft
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The Nakajima Ki-19 heavy bomber design lost out to the
Mitsubishi Ki-21 “Sally” during 1937. The 2nd prototype
was subsequently sold to Domei Press during 1939 and
registered (J-BACN) as a communications aircraft.

E
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Passengers are ushered past a Mitsubishi MC-20-II (Ki57-II “Topsy”) named “Oowashi” (Big Eagle) some time
after July 1943. What is problematic about this photo is
the fact that the J-register lists this aircraft name as being
attached to MC-21-II (Ki-21-II “Thalia”) J-BNOF. Due
to the similarity of these two aircraft types it may indicate
mistakes in the surviving Japanese wartime records.

SA

On the face of it this MC-20-II/Ki-57-II named “Hakutsuru” (White Crane) is a perfect example of the wartime
livery applied by Greater Japan Airlines Co Ltd. The aircraft was originally operated in polished aluminium with
a black anti-glare panel, airline motif on the nose section
and red-white-red “non-combat” band is on the rear
fuselage. But the last two digits of its aircraft identification C-number on the rear fuselage actually identifies it
as assigned to China Airlines Co Ltd. (Robert C. Mikesh)

Japanese Experimental Transport Aircraft of the Pacific War
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“Seiku” (Clear Sky) – H6K2-L
“Soku” (Blue Sky) – H11K1-L
Service aeroplane development programme (SADP) system.
The SADP system was instigated as early as 1939 by the
Japanese Bureau of Aeronautics. This system was used early
on in the development of an aircraft type, and consisted of
the manufacturer code letter and a two-digit identification
number. Few details of this system survived the war.
K-30 – denotes the original Kawanishi design that would
become the H8K2-L
K-60, K-120 and K-200 – denote large four and six-engined
flying-boat projects initiated by Kawanishi.
Allied codenames.
If you are still sitting there scratching your head in confusion, take heart. All of these Japanese systems for designating
aircraft had the technical air intelligence personnel of the Allied air forces scratching their heads. Before the war and early
in the war, names used by civilians and by Allied forces for
identifying Japanese aircraft employed type numbers, abbreviations of functions or purposes of the aircraft, and names
of manufacturers, where known. These naming systems were
based on sketchy intelligence information. They were not very
accurate and were only partly based upon the designations actually used by the Japanese.
To illustrate the point, note that a fighter aircraft met in
combat in China and Burma may have been called either a
Type 97 SSF Nakajima or a Nakajima Army S-97. Another
fighter was called a Type 1 SSF Nakajima; still another, a Type
0 Mk 1 SSF Mitsubishi. But instead of using these clumsy descriptions, pilots merely reported combat encounters with enemy aircraft by just calling the aircraft by the manufacturers’
names. For example:
“The planes I saw were Mitsubishi fighters”.
“Nine of them were Zeros; the rest were Nakajima twoengine bombers”.
The systems that came before Allied codenames were
cumbersome and problematic because the designations had
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in the manner of designating planes adopted during 1940; the
second, the manner of identifying models and variations.
The airplanes accepted for naval service in the Japanese
calendar year 2600, or 1940 to the rest of the world, received
a single Japanese character equivalent to a “0” and meaning
“Zero”. This choice, as you may recall, was completely different from the three-digit number chosen for use by the Army.
Hence the Mitsubishi L4M1 or “Topsy” was accepted as the
Type 0 Transport and not the Type 100 Transport.
Model numbers attached to IJN aircraft looked like a twodigit number but were divided into two separate numbers, each
with its own meaning. The first represented airframe changes
and the second represented engine changes. The first model of
an aircraft would receive the designation Model 11 (one-one).
If the airframe were modified extensively the new designation for this version of the aircraft would be Model 21 (twoone), and the third airframe variation would bring a Model 31
(three-one), and so on.
If the engine type was to change and nothing significant
about the airframe was changed, the new designation would
be Model 12 (one-two), and the one after that would be Model
13 (one-three), and so forth. Therefore a designation such as
Type 0 Transport Model 32 would indicate that this specific
type had received three major airframe modifications and two
major engine alterations.
Smaller and less important modifications might receive additional Japanese characters equivalent to a, b, or c, and the
like. These characters were added after the model numbers in
the service names or the short designations. An example of the
former is the designation Type 0 Transport Model 22a; and of
the latter, L2D3a.
Popular names.
From 1943 onwards, the IJN began to assign popular names
to its aircraft. Transport aircraft types received names related to
the sky. Aircraft converted to transport rolls typically retained
their original popular names. This system would ultimately supersede the Type number system.
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What remained of Imperial Japan’s war machines would practically vanish within 12 months of the surrender. Most would meet
their end in great funeral pyres during the final months of 1945. This early model Showa DC-3 or L2D2 (most likely the former,
operated by Greater Japan Airlines Co Ltd) carries a post-war Green Cross Flight paint scheme and markings. Soon bulldozers will
push the Kawanishi N1K2 “George” fighters into the fire at this unidentified IJN air base.
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